CIVIL RIGHTS

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT LEDBETTER V. GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

By Hans Bader

Note from the Editor:

This article discusses the Supreme Court’s decision in Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., as well as two subsequent pieces of legislation, the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009 and the Paycheck Fairness Act. As always, The Federalist Society takes no position on particular legal or public policy initiatives. Any expressions of opinion are those of the author. The Federalist Society seeks to foster further discussion and debate about this issue. To this end, we offer links below to various materials discussing this topic, and we invite responses from our audience. To join the debate, please e-mail us at info@fed-soc.org.

Related Links:


• Testimony of Lilly Ledbetter before the Senate Judiciary Committee on Sept. 23, 2008: http://www.judiciary.senate.gov/hearings/testimony.cfm?id=e655f9e2809e5476862f735da1411260&wit_id=e655f9e2809e5476862f735da1411260-1-1


I. LEDBETTER v. GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

Lilly Ledbetter became famous when she lost her pay-discrimination case in the Supreme Court. Her lawsuit was rejected as untimely in the Supreme Court’s 5-4 ruling in Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 550 U.S. 618 (2007), because she filed her complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) too late. The Supreme Court said that, in most cases, employees should file an EEOC complaint within 180 days of their first discriminatory paycheck, if they want to sue under the federal anti-discrimination law with the shortest deadline, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.1 But, it left open the possibility that the deadline could be extended for employees who do not discover the discrimination until later.2 And it pointed out that she might have fared better had she simply pressed her claim under a different law that has a longer deadline.3

Ms. Ledbetter has since repeatedly claimed that she only learned she was paid less than her male co-workers at the end of her career,4 and then belatedly filed an EEOC complaint. In her testimony before the United States Senate, Ledbetter stated that she “only learned about the discrepancy in [her] pay after nineteen years, and that was with someone leaving me an anonymous note.”5 She later made similar claims in speeches at the Democratic National Conventions in 2008 and 2012 (claiming that she did not learn of it until “two decades” after she began working at the company).6 Her story was widely publicized by the media.7 However, the factual record of the Ledbetter case is much different than what has been reported.

Ms. Ledbetter worked for the company for nineteen years, from 1979 to 1998.8 She learned of the pay disparity by 1992, as excerpts from her deposition, filed in the Supreme Court as part of the Joint Appendix, make clear. In response to the question: “So you knew in 1992 that you were being paid less than your peers?” she answered simply “yes, sir.”9 But she only filed a legal complaint over it in July 1998, shortly before her retirement in November 1998.10 As Stuart Taylor of the National Journal pointed out:

Ledbetter admitted in her sworn deposition that “different people that I worked for along the way had always told me that my pay was extremely low” compared to her peers. She testified specifically that a superior had told her in 1992 that her pay was lower than that of other area managers, and that she had learned the amount of the difference by 1994 or 1995. She added that she had told her supervisor in 1995 that “I needed to earn an increase in pay” because “I wanted to get in line with where my peers were, because… at that time I knew definitely that they were all making a thousand [dollars] at least more per month than I was.”11

Thus, the record shows she was aware of the pay disparity for over five years before filing a legal complaint over it.

By claiming that she learned of the pay disparity just before filing a legal complaint over it, Ledbetter was able to make it sound like the Supreme Court had acted unreasonably in barring her lawsuit as untimely, and created the impression that it had applied the deadline rigidly, without regard to whether she could have learned of the discrimination in time to sue.
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This notion, widely promoted in the press, was later cited by Democratic leaders in Congress, and the Obama Administration, to justify enacting a new law that overturned the Supreme Court’s decision, the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act.

For example, the White House claimed that:

The [Supreme] Court ruled that employees subject to pay discrimination like Lilly Ledbetter must file a claim within 180 days of the employer’s original decision to pay them less . . . even if the employee did not discover the discriminatory reduction in pay until much later . . . .

However, the Supreme Court never said the 180-day deadline should be applied rigidly. Instead, it specifically left open the possibility that employees could sue later simply because they didn’t know of the discrimination at the time—a factual situation it said did not apply to Ledbetter’s case since she testified in her deposition that she knew of the pay disparity in 1992, but only filed her complaint with the EEOC in 1998. The Court pointedly noted that the plaintiff could have pressed her claim instead under the Equal Pay Act, which has a longer deadline for suing.

Moreover, as lawyer Paul Mirengoff observed, the Supreme Court has long allowed hoodwinked employees to rely on equitable tolling or estoppel to sue beyond the deadline when employer deception keeps them from suing within 180 days, as it made clear in its Zipes decision.

The Court’s decision did not surprise employment lawyers, who expected it based on the Court’s precedents, and generally viewed it as the correct decision.

The Supreme Court did not say that the deadline should apply inflexibly, without regard to whether a worker could have discovered the discrimination. Rather, it explicitly left open the possibility that plaintiffs can wait to sue until after learning of discrimination, under the so-called “discovery rule.” It noted in footnote 10 of its opinion:

[W]e have previously declined to address whether Title VII suits are amenable to a discovery rule . . . . Because Ledbetter does not argue that such a rule would change the outcome in her case, we have no occasion to address this issue.

Thus, since Ledbetter did not claim that a lack of knowledge had prevented her from suing in time, relaxing the deadline for her would have done her no good. And, even if she had lacked knowledge as a result of being hoodwinked by her employer, she could have had the deadline extended under the longstanding doctrines of equitable tolling and estoppel, which apply somewhat more narrowly than the discovery rule.

Moreover, although the Supreme Court did dismiss Ledbetter’s lawsuit under Title VII, the discrimination law with the shortest deadline, it emphasized that the plaintiff could have pressed her discrimination claim instead under the Equal Pay Act, which has a longer deadline for suing.

Under another provision of Title VII—its ban on unintentional or “disparate-impact” discrimination—the deadline starts running all over again with each paycheck, as the Supreme Court indicated in Lewis v. City of Chicago (2010). That decision held that under Title VII’s disparate-impact provision—unlike its intentional-discrimination provision (the provision applied in Ledbetter)—the deadline does not run from the date a decision or policy is adopted, but rather starts running all over again each time the policy is applied, giving the plaintiff much more time to sue. In Ledbetter, the Supreme Court suggested that a similarly generous accrual rule might apply under “the EPA,” because it likewise “does not require . . . proof of intentional discrimination.”

II. Subsequent Legislation

A. Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act

These misconceptions about the Ledbetter decision and its reach played a key role in the push for two pieces of federal pay legislation, the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, enacted in 2009, and the Paycheck Fairness Act, which has not passed the Senate yet, but was passed by the House under Democratic control in the 110th and 111th Congresses.

The Ledbetter Act changes federal law to restart the clock on the deadline for suing each time an employee is paid a paycheck affected by an allegedly discriminatory pay decision. As House Speaker Nancy Pelosi noted, under it, “each paycheck resulting from a discriminatory pay decision would constitute a new violation of employment nondiscrimination law. As long as a worker files a charge within 180 days of a discriminatory paycheck, the charge would be considered timely.” Pelosi’s argument was based on the premise that:

The Ledbetter decision allows employers to escape responsibility by keeping their discrimination hidden and running out the clock. Under the Supreme Court decision, employers have an incentive to keep discriminatory pay decisions hidden for 180 days then never correct them. Once 180 days has elapsed, the employer can continue paying discriminatory wages to the employee for the rest of her career.

This premise was widely publicized by the media.

As documented earlier in this article, it was incorrect that the Supreme Court’s decision allows employers to “never correct” discriminatory pay decisions as long as they succeed in keeping them “hidden for 180 days.” Nothing in the Supreme Court’s decision questioned, much less overruled, its earlier Zipes decision, an 8-to-0 ruling that allowed employees to rely on equitable tolling or estoppel to sue even after the deadline when an employer’s deception actually prevented them from learning of the discrimination earlier. Further, most employees who failed to comply with the 180-day deadline for Title VII claims enforced in the Ledbetter decision could simply sue instead under other laws with longer deadlines, like the Equal Pay...
Act, which also prohibits pay discrimination based on sex.\textsuperscript{39}

Perhaps anticipating the argument that the Equal Pay Act provided an alternative remedy for female employees, Speaker Pelosi claimed that the Ledbetter decision severely restricted workers’ ability to pursue claims of pay discrimination on the basis of not only sex, but race\textsuperscript{40} and other characteristics as well. But this also led to another major misconception. While it is true that the Equal Pay Act itself only covers sex discrimination, lawsuits alleging intentional racial discrimination or racially unequal treatment can be brought by any employee, public or private, under 42 U.S.C. § 1981, which has a long four-year deadline for suing.\textsuperscript{41} Public employees can sue for pay discrimination,\textsuperscript{42} including racial, sexual,\textsuperscript{43} or religious\textsuperscript{44} discrimination, under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, which has a statute of limitations as long as six years in some states.\textsuperscript{45}

Moreover, the Ledbetter decision itself indicated that the deadline for suing might start running all over again with each new paycheck in cases alleging unintentional or “disparate impact” discrimination (rather than the intentional discrimination alleged by Ms. Ledbetter).\textsuperscript{46} Indeed, the Supreme Court later ruled unanimously that in such cases, a worker can sue within 180 days of each application of a discriminatory policy (like a recently-issued paycheck), rather than having to sue within 180 days after the policy was first set, since the focus in unintentional discrimination cases is not the employer’s intent at the time it adopted the policy (which is irrelevant in such cases), but rather any application of the policy.\textsuperscript{47} Thus, the Ledbetter decision did not restrict workers’ ability to pursue those claims of pay discrimination at all, regardless of whether the alleged discrimination was based on race, sex, or religion.

By allowing employers to be sued many years after a worker’s pay is set, simply because the worker is still drawing a paycheck, the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act may leave some employers unable to defend themselves against meritless charges. The Supreme Court noted that due to Ledbetter’s own delay in suing Goodyear, the supervisor involved in setting her pay had died by the time her case was tried: “Ledbetter’s claims of sex discrimination turned principally on the misconduct of a single Goodyear supervisor . . . by the time of trial, this supervisor had died and therefore could not testify. A timely charge might have permitted his evidence to be weighed contemporaneously.”\textsuperscript{48} The passage of time thus left the company less able to show that Ledbetter’s lower pay was not the result of sexism or discriminatory intent.\textsuperscript{49}

\textbf{B. The Paycheck Fairness Act}

The notion that the Ledbetter decision barred women from suing over pay discrimination even when they could not have discovered it any sooner was also used to press for passage of the Paycheck Fairness Act, a bill that would make changes to the Equal Pay Act.\textsuperscript{50}

Backers of the Paycheck Fairness Act relied on other misconceptions as well. House Speaker Pelosi argued that existing law treated victims of sex discrimination worse than other kinds of discrimination, and that the Paycheck Fairness Act was thus needed to put “gender-based discrimination sanctions on equal footing with other forms of wage discrimination by allowing women to sue for compensatory and punitive damages.”\textsuperscript{51}

First, although the Equal Pay Act does not authorize compensatory and punitive damages (it does give employees back pay and liquidated damages), Title VII, which also prohibits pay discrimination based on sex, makes available compensatory and punitive damages up to $300,000 to employees who prevail in discrimination lawsuits\textsuperscript{52} (in addition to providing them with back pay\textsuperscript{53} and attorney’s fees).\textsuperscript{54}

Under current law, victims of sex discrimination are better off than employees alleging discrimination based on other factors, such as religion. Those employees can sue only under Title VII, not the Equal Pay Act, and thus cannot recover liquidated damages the way that plaintiffs alleging gender discrimination under the Equal Pay Act can.\textsuperscript{55}

The Paycheck Fairness Act would give plaintiffs suing over pay discrimination damages unavailable to other kinds of discrimination victims. For example, although compensatory and punitive damages (unlike back pay) are usually unavailable to workers suing over unintentional or “disparate-impact” discrimination,\textsuperscript{56} the Paycheck Fairness Act would create an exception for gender-based equal-pay cases, giving such plaintiffs compensatory damages even in cases of unintentional pay discrimination.\textsuperscript{57}

Moreover, the Paycheck Fairness Act would completely eliminate the cap on compensatory and punitive damages for one special category of discrimination plaintiff—those alleging gender-based pay discrimination.\textsuperscript{58} For most other categories of discrimination, the cap would remain at $300,000.\textsuperscript{59}

Other provisions in the bill would undermine rather than promote equality. As Speaker Pelosi noted, under the Equal Pay Act, “Courts have allowed employers to use any factor other than sex to justify a pay disparity between men and women.” By contrast, “Under the Paycheck Fairness Act, an employer would have to show that the disparity . . . is job-related, and is consistent with business necessity.”\textsuperscript{60} So the fact that an employer relied on a “factor other than sex” to set pay would not necessarily be a defense under the Paycheck Fairness Act, which could hold an employer liable even if it was perfectly fair in how it paid its workers.\textsuperscript{61}

To this last point, it is worth noting that not all pay disparities between men and women are the product of sexism or discrimination. For example:

Men are far more likely to choose careers that are more dangerous, so they naturally pay more. Top 10 most dangerous jobs (from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics): Fishers, loggers, aircraft pilots, farmers and ranchers, roofers, iron and steel workers, refuse and recyclable material collectors, industrial machinery installation and repair, truck drivers, construction laborers. They’re all male-dominated jobs.\textsuperscript{62}

Ninety-two percent of all workers who die on the job are men, even though only a bare majority of all workers are men.\textsuperscript{63} Moreover, “Men are far more likely to take work in uncomfortable, isolated, and undesirable locations that pay more. Men work longer hours than women do. The average fulltime working man works six hours per week or fifteen percent longer than the average fulltime working woman.”\textsuperscript{64} These examples are at odds with the assumption of many supporters of the Paycheck
Fairness Act and the Ledbetter Act that pay disparities are simply the result of gender bias or sexism.
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